
Field Day 2017-18 
Station Descriptions 

 
Station 1.  Torch Relay—Relationships, Perspective, Diversity, Process, Identity, Power 
Equipment: 4 toilet plungers, 4 small balls, 4 cones, 4 large buckets of water, 4 empty buckets 
4 teams. Stand behind a cone. First person in line put the ball on top of the plunger and run down to the 
cone and back without letting the ball fall off. Hand to the next person and go to the end of the line. Repeat 
by doing a different movement each time, Run Hop, Skip, Gallop, Side shuffle, Grapevine, Backwards, etc.  
If ball falls off, stop and put it back on before continuing. If hot outside, can use water in the tubs that would 
hold the ball.   
 
Station 2. Dry, Dry, Wet—Relationships, Perspective, Identity 
Equipment:   2 buckets of water, 2 small sponges 
2 groups. This activity is essentially Duck, Duck, Goose but with water. Play as you would Duck, Duck, 
Goose but say “Dry, Dry, Wet”. On the word wet, the “IT” squeezes the small sponge on the head of the 
“goose”. Play until all have had a turn. If cold outside, do not use water. 
 
Station 3.  Partner Squirts—Relationships, Perspective, Diversity, Process, Identity, Power  
Equipment: 2 tubs filled with water, 20 squirt bottles, 20 blindfolds  
Partners.  Everyone has a partner, one blindfold and one squirt bottle (dish soap bottle, ketchup bottle…) 
filled with water. One partner stands in front and is blindfolded. They hold the squirt bottle. The other 
partner stands in back of the blindfolded partner and holds on to their shoulders. On “go,” the back partner 
directs the front partner toward other partners. When the back partner thinks that the front partner is “within 
range,” they tell them to “squirt.” The front partner then squeezes their squirt bottle. After a few minutes of 
fun and laughter, the partners trade places. If cold outside, trade this game out for Relay Carry. 
 
Station 4.  Para-playing (Parachute)—Process, Power, Relationships, Perspective 
Equipment: parachute, 1 box of balls/beanbags for popcorn 
Whole class.  Surround parachute. There are several games and moves to play:  
1.The Bears are Coming:  Select 3 students to be the bears. Make an igloo. Seal the edges with hands.  
When ready call out “The Bears are Coming”. Then the 3 bears may try to wiggle their way into the tent.  
campers are not allowed to hit at the bears; just hold down the edges so not bear gets hurt. If a bear gets 
in, everybody out and start again. 
2.Popcorn game:  Everyone stand and hold the edge of the parachute. Shake or ripple the parachute.  
Place several beanbags on the parachute and try to “pop” them off.   
3.Shark attack:  Everyone sits down around the parachute with their legs under. Choose out 2 sharks to 
crawl under the parachute, and two life guards to save people. The sharks will put people under and the 
life guards will try to save you. Yell “help” if you are being pulled under to let the lifeguard know. Everyone 
starts to ripple the parachute. The game is over when most people are pulled under. Choose new people 
and start a new game. 
 

Station 5. 40 Meter Dash—Diversity, Power, Identity, Perspective/ Rest & Drinks for 1st graders 

Equipment:  4 cones, 2 stop-watches, 4 dots 

4 teams.  Have students line up behind a dot. The volunteer will give the commands “Runners take your 

mark, get set, Go!” The first person in each line will run across the finish line at opposite end. The 
classroom teacher, or another parent should position themselves at the finish line to determine the winner 
of each race. As students finish the race, they should stand to the side of the finish line.  Winners of each 
heat/race will then return to start line and race to determine an overall winner. You can also do a boys’ race 
and girls’ race, or a shuttle relay. 
 
  



Station 6. Animal Fling—Relationships, Diversity, Power, Identity, Process, Perspective 
Equipment:  16 stuffed animals, 3-4 stretch bands to launch animals, 3-4 clothes baskets 
4 teams.  First person in line takes the basket and goes out to the field to catch the animals. Second and 
third persons grab hold of the loops on the stretch band. Fourth person will pick up a stuffed animal, place 
it in the center of the band, pull it back like a sling shot and shoot it out to the person with the basket. Fling 
3 animals and then rotate positions so everyone gets a turn at each position.  Try to get the most catches. 
 
Station 7.  The Creative Snake—Diversity, Process, Power, Relationships, Identity, Perspective 
Equipment: four 30-foot ropes   
Four teams.   The Creative Snake is a shape-building challenge using a rope to create the desired 
shapes.  The teacher announces what shape to make with the rope. It should be a letter, number, shape, 
or object.  After the team creates the desired shape, they must cover the rope completely by lying over it 
with their bodies. All of the team members must be part of the shape created. Each shape will be 
considered completed when approved by the teacher. Variation: Can make shapes with only their body, or 
make shapes only with the rope and another team tries to guess what it is. 
 
Station 8.   Tug-O-War—Diversity, Power, Identity, Relationships, Perspective, Process 
Equipment: 3 cones, Tug-O-War rope 
4 teams.  Use different combinations of students.  For example:  
  1 VS. 2  Adults VS. students 
  3 VS. 4  1,2 VS. 3,4 
  1,3 VS. 2,4  1,4 VS. 2,3 
Parent volunteer starts the rope in the middle at a cone. The rope is marked with tape.  One middle mark, 
one mark on each side about 3 feet away from the middle mark. On the signal “GO” the students will pull.  
If the mark on their end is pulled past the other teams, cone, they are the winner of that round. Use 
different combinations of teams to keep it fun. 
**Please do not allow students to get inside the loop at the ends. 
 
Station 9. Animal Puzzle Relay—Relationships, Identity, Perspective, Process, Diversity 
Equipment:  4 animal puzzles 
Four teams.  Animal puzzles are built as a team. One person starts with one piece, then runs to the other 
end and puts it in place, then runs back and touches the next person who takes another piece and 
continues to build. First team to build their puzzle wins. Options: can trade puzzles (move the lines), can 
move in a different way, or can build as a team and not use the relay. 
 
10.  Chalk Drawings/Drinks/REST—Relationships, Perspective, Process, Diversity 
Equipment:  Sidewalk Chalk 
4 Teams.  This activity can be performed by all four teams as a relay race or as individuals. Leaders will 
give a topic to draw on such as, draw a nature item (leaf, sunrise, etc.) Pick one that stands out for one 
reason or another. That person gets to call the next item to draw. If done in a relay, one person would draw 
then take a look at pictures, points given for team that won the drawing. Next person goes down and 
draws. Leaders come up with a list of items to draw.   
This is a good rest station. Can also get a drink at this time. 
 

11.  Nitro Carry—Diversity, Process, Power, Relationships, Perspective 
Equipment:  4 water bottle with water in it, 4- 2 liter bottles, 4 nitro carriers (round wooden discs) 
4 teams.  Using teamwork, each student holds the end of one of the ropes. As a group, they take the items 
as fast as they can to the other end without dropping or tipping. Use different items to carry: Small water 
bottles, large water bottles, balls, rings, and so forth. Take them one at a time or all at once. Change the 
items depending on the difficulty. 
 
  



12.  Cranes and Crows—Diversity, Process, Power, Relationships, Perspective, Identity 
Equipment: 8 cones            
2 Teams.  Large open area with two line 5 feet apart and a line at each end of the playing area. 
Each group lines up behind its own line at mid-field, facing the opposing group. One group is designated 
the “Cranes,” the other groups as the “Crows”. One person stand between the groups at mid-field. The 
leader calls out either “Cranes” or “Crows.” The group whose name is called becomes the taggers and 
chases the opposing group back to their line. The team whose name is not called tries to run safely back to 
their own end line before being tagged by a tagger. Anyone tagged joins the opposing team for the next 
round. Keep playing. Change the pattern of which team is called. Change body positions for starting, for 
example, start in a push up position, laying down position, etc. 
 
Below stations for AM Intermediate grades 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
13.  Team walkers—Diversity, Power, Process 
Equipment: 4 sets Cooperative skiis 
           4 cones 
Groups of 6 & 4 Each group has a pair of skis and must travel down around the cones and back. Try to 
use the same words to get people in the same rhythm (Left, Right). Have some bean bags that they need 
to go pick up and bring back. 
 
14.Basketball—Diversity, Power, Process 

Equipment: 4 cones, 4 basketballs, bean bags, 4 hula hoops 
4 teams  
Students line up behind the colored bases to form 4 teams. It is not necessary for teams to be even. Two 
teams will shoot at the east basket and two teams will shoot at the west basket. For each basket made, the 
team collects one bean bag. Play until one team has 5 bean bags. We play this game in PE and call it  
“Make It, Take It.” 
 

Alternate Stations: 
Station 1. Sponge Toss—Relationships, Power, Process, Diversity 
Equipment: 20 sponges and 4 buckets of water. 
Partners.  Students partner up, spread out in a long line facing your partner, and are each given 1 wet 
sponge. On the signal to begin, partners begin tossing the sponge to each other. Count how many catches 
you make. Take a step back every time you catch the sponge. When dropped, sit down. Can also add two 
sponges, tossing at same time. Repeat, if time. 
 
Station 2.  Relay Carry—Process, Power, Relationships, Identity, Perspective, Diversity 
Equipment: 4 small spoons, 4 large spoons, 8 poly dots, 4 small cups, 4 medium cups, 4 small bowls, 4 
large buckets 
Four teams.   Each person on the team is given 1 item. They need to carry water in their item to fill up their 
large bucket at the other end. The task is to fill up their bucket the most before another team fills theirs up.  
Some items are harder than others. After the round, have the students pass their item back in the line and 
the back person gives theirs to the front person. Keep switching items. 
 
Station 3. Bridge Building—Process, Power, Relationships, Identity, Perspective, Diversity 
Equipment: 4 flat balls, 4 carpet squares, 8 poly dots   
Four teams.   The teams are given 4 items to build a bridge from cone to cone. 
Each of the four teams must use the available equipment to create a “moving bridge” to cross the river.  
The task is mastered when all team members have crossed the river with all equipment ashore. If anyone 
touches the river (the group) with any body part, all of the students must start over. 
 



Station 6. Octopus Tag—Diversity, Power, Identity, Process, Perspective 
Equipment:  2 foam noodles, 4 cones 
Whole class.  This game is played like car lot tag. Have all students line up on the end line. Choose 2 
people to be the Taggers; they stand in the middle of the field with and orange noodle for tagging. Give 
students four fish names to choose from such as shark, dolphin, starfish and sea turtle. Tagger calls a 
name and only those players run across the center of the field to the opposite end line while the taggers try 
and tag as many as possible. If tagged stand in your spot. You must stay in your spot but may reach arms 
out to tag other students who run by. If a frozen person tags a runner, they trade places. Play 4 times 
across, then switch taggers, and start over.   
 

Station 6. Cage Ball—Relationships, Perspective, Diversity, Process, Identity, Power 
Equipment: 2 circles of dots (4 colors), 8 cones for middle lines, 2 cage balls 
4 teams. Students will sit outside of the dots of the circle on their own side. On leader’s signal, students 
will move Crab style only, in an attempt to move the ball across the boundary line or out of the other 
teams side of the circle. After each point, reset the ball to the center of the circle and the students to their 
boundary line. Play until 5 points or 2 minutes then switch who plays who.   

Helpful Hints:  Students must move in a crab walk only. However, I can see where they may strike the ball while seated. If this 
is not a problem, let it go. Students may only kick with one foot at a time. Students are allowed to use their hands. Stress safety, 
especially students who are kicking and hitting without regard to the safety of other players.   

           
 
Station 12.   Jump Rope   
Equipment:  Long jump ropes 
Groups of 3-5.  The students may take turns turning the rope for their classmates. Students take turns 
running through the turning rope without getting hit with the rope. Then try it with 2 people running in and 
then repeat with 6 and 8 people. Can also play cat and mouse where 1 person runs in and jumps one time 
and runs out, then the next person runs in and jumps one time, runs out and tries to tag the person in front 
of you. Can also just jump and see how many times can jump. Turners, be sure to drop the rope if it looks 
like someone is about to trip on the rope so they will not fall. 
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